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In recent years, an increasing number of non-fiction films, using the language of film in a 

creative manner, have been successfully featured in the fiction film selection of the most 

important festivals. These works, often distributed in cinemas, do not apply a journalistic style 

but speak in images, often in emotionally charged, dramatic scenes or use visual poetry and aim 

to find a brave new language, thus re-thinking the options offered by motion picture in order to 

express their message about our world. These outstanding works bearing the signature of the 

“author” find their place even in the main-stream market without compromising on  regarding 

their artistic approach. 

 

American documentaries have a long tradition in this respect and have contributed to the history 

of the documentary with many renowned, outstanding filmmakers. (like Alan Berliner and 

David Maysles, Frederick Wiseman, Errol Morris, Barbara Kopple and D.A. Pennebaker and 

others). 

 

During the course of my two-year doctoral research process, I studied the works of one of the 

most talented and original filmmakers of the first-person documentary genre, Alan Berliner, 

whose films are important to me personally. His films have toured the international festival 

circuit, have won awards at the most prestigious festivals and have been screened by American 

and European broadcasters. His works have also been extremely well received by the 

international press. The present doctoral dissertation aims to examine, by a comprehensive 

analysis, the filmic tools of expression and innovative methods which play a key role in the 

story-telling process of the artist. In the research, the analyses of the films touch upon the 

important tropes and the associated themes that have significant importance in Alan Berliner’s 

films: time, memory, the end of life, identity, history and family. “All my films are about 

memory, identity, personal and family history.” – says Berliner. 

 

The dissertation aspires to portray an artist through Alan Berliner’s works and at the same time 

to draw attention to the diversity of innovative approaches inherent in creative and personal 

documentaries. The dissertation wishes to give a general picture of the intellectual and vibrant 

filmic environment of the time and the charismatic personalities who influenced Alan Berliner’s 

work through a description of his university years. As I will demonstrate, his roots in 

experimental films have had a strong influence on the evolution of his own personal creative 

style. 



 

After some short films, Berliner made his first feature “Family Album” compiled from amateur 

footage shot in the USA between 1920’s and 40’s. In this early film, he already demonstrates 

his strong visual and creative approach and does not shirk from unusual and original solutions. 

However, “Family Album” is a transition between his short collage films and his highly 

ambitious films with richly executed and brave filmic language. While analyzing “Family 

Album” the dissertation studies the circumstances and environment in which the film was born, 

with special emphasis on innovations in its filmic language, the metaphors and the intentional 

self-reflection of the artist. 

 

In his next work “Intimate Stranger” his personal artistic hallmarks that will feature largely in 

his later works emerge in style, filmic methods and tools, which will feature largely in his later 

works. It is in this film that his quintessentially sovereign story-telling technique together with 

is, filmic tools and rich system of themes are born, which will become an inherent part of his 

oeuvre. His innovative use of filmic language makes the story-telling personal and at the same 

time seamless. These masterful works, however, address fundamental human issues with the 

help of visual poetry and a rich system of metaphors, and thereby reach the hearts and minds of 

the audience. Although self-reflective elements are already present in “Family Album”, it is 

first in “Intimate Stranger” that he uses his complex and rich family history as parent material 

to tell, in his own irregular motion picture form, the life story of his maternal grandfather Joseph 

Casutto. While “Intimate Stranger” is an innovative and ambitious work in a highly 

entertaining form, it addresses important questions about the family and identity. The 

dissertation, through the analysis of this work, will present the various events and phases in the 

family history, with special emphasis on the filmic language and tools conveying the creative 

intentions of the artist. 

 

Following “Intimate Stranger”, a film of ambitious form, Alan Berliner embarks upon a film 

“Nobody’s Business” in which he is more personally present, gives away more about himself 

and takes a bigger risk. A son and father conflict is a vehicle to touch on the subjects of family 

and identity, history and lingering traumas.  The chronicle of a metaphorical box match between 

Oscar and Alan Berliner is, in my view, one of the pinnacles of the first-person documentary 

genre. The dissertation wishes to study the story-telling technique, the treatment of time and 

other creative methods in relation to structure and effect in this film. 



„Wide Awake” is the kind of first person documentary that uses fictional tools bravely and 

brilliantly in its story telling and provides insight into the creative process of Alan Berliner. 

 

In his poignantly beautiful, latest work “First Cousin Once Removed” we can witness the 

unparalleled encounter of film and poetry. This work is interwoven with poetry and assumes a 

form that few have managed to achieve. Through the poet’s person who says farewell to life, 

the gestures, the words, the images, and the metaphors find a natural medium in this film. Poetry 

becomes an organic part of the story-telling and the quiet poesy opens new horizons. 

 

Alan Berliner has been collecting the issues of the New York Times for over thirty years. He is 

working on his new ambitious synthesis, a kind of time capsule, a subjective film-diary based 

on the press photography of the past decades. 

 

The various forms of story-telling have always meant an inevitable challenge for all the 

filmmakers of all times and of all filmic genres and this may well be the fundamental question. 

One of the purposes of the present dissertation, is to draw the attention of filmmakers and film 

students to new and creative methods, and by presenting new approaches and solutions in the 

language of film to further improve the literacy of the Hungarian documentary film industry 

and to broaden the methodological toolbox available to nonfiction filmmakers. By presenting 

the creative methods of Alan Berliner, I hope to inspire other filmmakers who are open to 

experimentation and to breaking new ground. 

 

 

 


